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Reference Architecture Guide
Use this reference architecture guide for Hitachi Unified Compute Platform offerings to
implement your VMware vSphere environment. Unified Compute Platform (UCP) is a highly
configurable and integrated converged infrastructure in which servers, network, and storage
can be scaled independently to optimize performance and eliminate overprovisioning costs.

With the UCP product portfolio, Hitachi Vantara offers a streamlined, integrated, and
automated platform for enterprise datacenters and hybrid cloud deployments. The UCP
product portfolio improves time to production, makes enterprise- class applications more agile
and resilient, and offers the flexibility to grow as business needs demand. It provides a single
source of legendary service and support. The UCP product portfolio supports your business
needs today, and lets you establish a flexible foundation for your future datacenter.

The UCP product portfolio can combine the following:
■ Simplified management — Manage compute, network, and storage from one view.
■ Policy-based workflows — Reduce manual processes with policy-based workflows.
■ Federated control — Support multiple VMware vCenter VMs with UCP Advisor.
■ Automation — Reduce errors caused by manual processes and automate deployment

with rule-based validations.
■ Remote operations — Enable call-home integration with Hitachi Remote Ops.
■ Reliability — Improve IT stability with lifecycle management.

The following illustration shows an overview of Hitachi Unified Compute Platform.
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This reference architecture is for you if you are an IT administrator, system architect,
consultant, or engineer to assist in planning, designing, and implementing UCP product
portfolio solutions.

Overview
The UCP product portfolio offerings provide support for the following:
■ Hitachi Advanced Server (1U-2 sockets) for management nodes
■ A combination of Hitachi Advanced Server systems, for compute nodes
■ Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
■ Hitachi UCP Advisor for end-to-end management
■ Arista switches or Cisco switches for Ethernet networking
■ Brocade switches for Fibre Channel SAN
■ VMware software stack for virtualized and managed infrastructure

Note: Testing of this configuration was in a lab environment. Many factors affect
production environments beyond prediction or duplication in a lab environment.
Follow the recommended practice of conducting proof-of-concept testing for
acceptable results in a non-production, isolated test environment that otherwise
matches your production environment before your production implementation of
this solution.

Demanding faster delivery of new business services, you have the complexity and the cost of
deploying and managing the technology resources to support them. IT departments spend
almost a quarter of their time and resources evaluating and installing increasingly disparate
hardware components.

The lack of a unified management framework and the need for highly specialized individuals
who can design, configure, optimize, test and manage each component increases cost,
complexity and risk. To address these issues, many organizations deploy converged
infrastructure solutions.

Hitachi Vantara has answered these challenges by creating the UCP product portfolio. It is
tailored for all workloads and business applications. With its pre-validated building blocks of
compute, storage, and networking guaranteed to work together and deliver predictable
performance, the UCP product portfolio meets these needs. It is a low-risk path to deploy a
converged infrastructure that provides a solution capable of supporting any workload at any
scale.

The UCP product portfolio is optimized, preconfigured, and pretested converged and
hyperconverged infrastructure appliances for VMware vSphere. They offer a broad range of
compute and storage components that can be scaled and configured independently to
eliminate overprovisioning. You have a choice of operating environments to maximize your
environment's flexibility.

Optimize your data center to run any application workload at any scale with the UCP product
portfolio. You can choose between single-rack configurations and multi-rack configurations.

Overview
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Single-rack configurations
A single-rack solution combines compute, storage, and networks all on the same rack and
scales out to support these components:
■ Hitachi Advanced Server:

● Up to 4 × 1U Advanced Server units for management nodes
● Up to 16 × 1U Advanced Server units for compute nodes
● Up to 8 × 2U Advanced Server units for compute nodes

■ 1 × Arista or 1 × Cisco management Ethernet switch
■ 2 × Arista or 2 × Cisco top-of-rack Ethernet switches
■ 1 × Virtual Storage Platform (VSP) storage system:

● VSP E590 (supports up to 12 hosts)
● VSP E790 (supports up to 12 hosts)
● VSP E1090 (supports up to 20 hosts)

Note: Please be aware that UCP HC has optional top of rack switching.

The single-rack solution is supported by a 24-port switch which makes the solution cost
optimized.

The following figure shows a single rack solution.

Multi-rack configurations (UCP CI and UCP RS only)
A multi-rack UCP CI or UCP RS solution combines compute, networking, and storage on the
same racks (up to four racks maximum). The storage racks are separate.

Single-rack configurations
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A multi-rack configuration scales out to support the following:
■ Hitachi Advanced Server:

● Up to 4 × Advanced Server systems used for management nodes (1U size) or up to 8
× Advanced Server systems for UCP RS

● Up to 128 × Advanced Server systems used for compute nodes (1U size, 1-phase, or
3-phase PDU)

● Up to 64 × Advanced Server systems used for compute nodes (2U size, 1-phase, or 3-
phase PDU)

● Up to 24 or up to 36 × Advanced Server systems with GPUs (based on PDU Type)
● 2 × Arista or 2 × Cisco spine Ethernet switches

■ Up to 8 Arista or Cisco leaf Ethernet switches
■ Up to 4 Arista or Cisco management switches
■ Up to 8 Brocade SAN switches
■ 1 × Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, an enterprise NVMe scale-out data platform
■ 4 × Virtual Storage Platform (VSP) storage systems

The following figure shows a multi-rack solution.

Note: There is a total of 128 RU of allocated space for compute nodes which can
be mixed from the supported hardware.

Multi-rack configurations (UCP CI and UCP RS only)
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Solution components
These major hardware and software components were used to implement this reference
architecture for Hitachi UCP product portfolio for VMware vSphere.

The following tables lists details of the hardware and software components supported in the
Hitachi UCP product portfolio.

Solution components
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The following table lists server details for all supported Hitachi Advanced Server models.

Hardware Description

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA810 G3

1U server, used for compute nodes and management nodes.
■ 8 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ Single socket and dual socket options

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA820 G3

2U server, used for compute nodes.
■ 24 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ 12 × LFF, Tiered
■ Single socket and dual socket options

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA840 G3

2U server, used for compute nodes.
■ 8 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2× PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ Four socket option

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA805 G3

1U server, used for compute nodes and management nodes.
■ 8 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ Single socket

Solution components
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Hardware Description

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA815 G3

2U server, used for compute nodes and management nodes.
■ 8 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ Single socket and dual socket options

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA825 G3

2U server, used for compute nodes.
■ 8 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ Single socket and dual socket options

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA810 G2

1U server, used for compute nodes and management nodes.
■ 8 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ Single socket and dual socket options

Hitachi Advanced
Server HA820 G2

2U server, used for compute nodes.
■ 24 × SFF, Tiered and All NVMe
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)
■ 12 × LFF, Tiered
■ Single socket and dual socket options

Hitachi Advanced
Server DS240 (used
for compute nodes)

■ 2U Server
■ 4 Intel Xeon processors
■ 48 slots for standard memory DIMMs
■ 16 SFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe drives

Hitachi Advanced
Server DS225

■ 2U server, used for compute nodes
■ 2 Intel Xeon processors
■ 24 slots for standard memory DIMMs
■ 32 GB SATADOM
■ 8 LFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe drives

Hitachi Advanced
Server DS220 G2
(Whitley based
chassis, and Ice Lake
processors)

■ 2U server, used for compute nodes
■ 2 × 3rd generation Intel Xeon processors (Ice Lake)

Solution components
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Hardware Description
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)

● 128 GB/256 GB/512 GB
■ 12 SFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe drives

● All Flash SKU – 24x 2.5” NVMe SSD. Optional rear 2.5”
NVMe

● Tiered SKU – 16x 2.5” SATA/SAS via expander + 8x 2.5”
SATA/SAS/ NVMe. Optional rear 2.5” SATA/SAS/ NVMe
HDD/SSD

Hitachi Advanced
Server DS220 G2 LFF
(Whitley based
chassis LFF (Large
Form Factor), and Ice
Lake processors)

■ 2U server, used for compute nodes
■ 2 × 3rd generation Intel Xeon processors (Ice Lake)
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)

● 128 GB/256 GB/512 GB
■ 12 LFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe drives

● Tiered SKU – 4x 3.5” SATA/SAS + 8x
● 3.5” SATA/SAS/ NVMe

Hitachi Advanced
Server DS220*

■ 2U server, used for compute nodes
■ 2 Intel Xeon processors
■ 24 slots for standard memory DIMMs and DCPMM DIMMs
■ 32 GB SATADOM
■ 24 SFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe drives (SFF Chassis), or 12

LFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe

Hitachi Advanced
Server DS120 G2
(Whitley based
chassis, and Ice Lake
processors)*

■ 1U server, used for compute nodes and management nodes
■ 2 × 3rd generation Intel Xeon processors (Ice Lake)
■ 2 × PCIe M.2 form factor (boot device)

● 128 GB/256 GB/512 GB
■ 12 SFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe drives

● All Flash SKU – 12 × 2.5” SATA/ NVMe SSD/HDD
● Tiered SKU – 8 × 2.5” SATA/SAS/ NVMe SSE/HDD + 4 ×

SATA/SAS SSD/HDD

Hitachi Advanced
Server DS120*

■ 1U server, used for compute nodes and management nodes
■ 2 Intel Xeon processors
■ 24 slots for standard memory DIMMs and DCPMM DIMMs

Solution components
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Hardware Description
■ 32 GB SATADOM
■ 12 SFF slots for HDD/SSD/NVMe drives

* These servers are end of sales (EOS).

The following table lists details for bolt-on storage.

Note: Only Virtual Storage Platform (VSP) F series and VSP G series support bolt-on
storage.

Follow these configuration rules to connect a dedicated or shared (bolt-on) VSP series
storage system to the UCP product portfolio.
■ The dedicated or shared Virtual Storage Platform must have a minimum of four available

Fibre Channel ports, two for management and two for the compute cluster. The
recommended number is 16 Fibre Channel ports, two for management and 14 for the
compute cluster.

■ You cannot connect the dedicated or shared Virtual Storage Platform to your SAN. You
can only connect this storage to the Brocade Fibre channel switches on the UCP product
portfolio as an isolated SAN.

Connect the storage system ports to the fabrics so the fabric and storage system can sustain
possible failures while maintaining data connectivity:
■ Connect half of Cluster 1 (Controller 1) ports and half of Cluster 2 (Controller 2) ports to

Fabric A.
■ Connect the other half of Cluster 1 (Controller 1) ports and the other half of Cluster 2

(Controller 2) ports to Fabric B.

Solution components
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Software components

The following software components are part of the Hitachi UCP product portfolio:
■ Hitachi UCP Advisor
■ VMware vSphere
■ Hitachi Storage Virtualization Operating System RF (for UCP CI and UCP RS only)

Solution design
This is the detailed design for the UCP product portfolio for VMware vSphere. Topics include
the following:
■ Physical design (on page 13)
■ RAID and dynamic provisioning pool configuration (on page 15)
■ Physical network architecture (on page 15)
■ Virtual network architecture (on page 16)

Physical design
The following figure shows a high-level physical design of the UCP product portfolio with the
following hardware:
■ Two/whole solution Cisco or Arista — spine Ethernet switches (per solution)
■ Two/rack Cisco or Arista — leaf Ethernet switches (per rack)
■ One Cisco or Arista management switch (per rack)
■ Four Hitachi Advanced Server compute nodes
■ One Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform

Solution design
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Physical design
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RAID and dynamic provisioning pool configuration
The storage implementation for this solution uses a RAID 10 (2D+2D) configuration for the
management pool and RAID 10 (2D+2D) or RAID 6 (4P+2D) configuration for the compute
pool.

Use the management pool to store the infrastructure virtual machines. These provide the
management layer for the UCP product portfolio. Both RAID 10 and RAID 6 offer the best
performance and redundancy for its intended usage.

While using dynamic provisioning pools provides the best performance for VMware virtual
machine file placements, it also allows ease of scaling by adding additional disk resources to
gain performance or capacity without interrupting VMware ESXi server operations.

Physical network architecture
The UCP product portfolio supports Arista or Cisco Nexus switches for networking.

The following figure shows a single-rack network topology using two Cisco top-of-rack
switches to provide 10/25/100 GbE connections for server communications. One Cisco
switch provides 1 GbE connections for management.

RAID and dynamic provisioning pool configuration
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The following figure shows a multi-rack network topology using Cisco spine-leaf design. Two
Cisco spine switches provide 40/100 GbE connections to the leaf switches. Two Cisco leaf
switches provide10/25/100 GbE connections for server communications. One Cisco switch
provides 1 GbE connections for management.

Virtual network architecture
The UCP product portfolio supports VMware vSphere standard switches or vSphere
distributed switches (vDS) for virtual network configuration.

You can define an uplink port group or dvuplink port group during the creation of the
distributed switch that can have one or more uplinks.

Identify each distributed port group using a network label, which must be unique to the
current datacenter. NIC teaming, failover, load balancing, VLAN, security, traffic shaping, and
other policies are configured on distributed port groups.

VMware recommends these best practice configurations for security and best performance
when deploying vSphere distributed switches for virtual networks:
■ Use a minimum 10 GbE dual-port network adapter.
■ Use vLANs on virtual networks to improve security and performance.

● Host management network (configure as untagged traffic) — Dedicate this network to
managing the VMware ESXi hosts.

● vSAN network (configure as tagged traffic) — Dedicate this network to the vSAN traffic.
● vMotion network (configure as tagged traffic) — Dedicate this network to live migration

of virtual machines from host to host and datastore to datastore.
● Virtual machine network (configure as tagged traffic) — Dedicate this network to virtual

machines running in a production network.
■ For best performance, use VMXNET 3 virtual machine NICs.
■ For best performance, configure all VMkernel network adapters in a vSphere distributed

switch with the same MTU.

Product descriptions
The following products are used in this reference architecture.

Virtual network architecture
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Hardware components
These hardware components are a part of the UCP product portfolio for VMware vSphere
reference architecture.

Hitachi Advanced Server

Designed to unlock the full benefits of the hybrid cloud, Hitachi Advanced Server models
deliver high performance and enhanced security while reducing operational costs. Global
enterprises, cloud service providers, and governments trust Hitachi servers to run bare metal,
virtualized, or containerized applications. Powered by industry-leading scalable processors,
Hitachi servers are ideal to deliver edge, core, and cloud IT services.

Hitachi Advanced Server supports a variety of GPUs for parallel processing which is used in
a wide range of applications, including graphics and video rendering.

Hitachi servers are designed and optimized to maximize performance for VMware, Oracle,
bare metal, virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), SAP, analytics, high-performance computing
(HPC), and other enterprise workloads.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform

This enterprise-class, flash array evolution storage, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform (VSP)
has an innovative, scale-out design optimized for NVMe and storage class memory. It
achieves the following:
■ Agility using NVMe: Speed, massive scaling with no performance slowdowns, intelligent

tiering, and efficiency.
■ Resilience: Superior application availability and flash resilience. Your data is always

available, mitigating business risk.
■ Storage simplified: Do more with less, integrate AI (artificial intelligence) and ML

(machine learning), simplify management, and save money and time with consolidation.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform E series family

The Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform E series family provides agile and automated storage
built upon the innovative technologies found in our high-end enterprise systems. The
expansion of the VSP E series portfolio includes 2 new all-NVMe flash models that deliver
super charged, ultra-low latency performance for the business-critical applications that small
and midsized businesses rely on.
■ Improve IT agility: “Faster-to-market” for IT projects with proven high-performance

infrastructure. Brings “enterprise-class” features and benefits to customers of all sizes
whose business is outpacing their existing infrastructure and supports modern business
processes like DevOPs.

■ Financial elasticity that aligns costs to business goals, growth, and use: Customers can
“have it their way” with purchase, lease, or cloud-like consumption models.

■ Improved workforce efficiency: a better digital experience which boosts customer
satisfaction (with both internal LOBs and end-users) and increases business productivity
and profitability.

Hardware components
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Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform F Series family

Use Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform F series family storage for a flash-powered cloud
platform for your mission critical applications. This storage meets demanding performance
and uptime business needs. Extremely scalable, its 4.8 million random read IOPS allows you
to consolidate more applications for more cost savings.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform F series family delivers superior all-flash performance for
business-critical applications, with continuous data availability.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G series family

The Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G series family enables the seamless automation of the
data center. It has a broad range of efficiency technologies that deliver maximum value while
making ongoing costs more predictable. You can focus on strategic projects and
consolidating more workloads while using a wide range of media choices.

The benefits start with Hitachi Storage Virtualization Operating System RF. This includes an
all new enhanced software stack that offers up to three times greater performance than our
previous midrange models, even as data scales to petabytes.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G series offers support for containers to accelerate cloud-
native application development. Provision storage in seconds, and provide persistent data
availability, all the while being orchestrated by industry leading container platforms. Move
these workloads into an enterprise production environment seamlessly, saving money while
reducing support and management costs.

Arista Data Center switches

Arista Networks builds software-driven cloud networks for data center, cloud, and campus
environments. Arista delivers efficient, reliable and high-performance Universal Cloud
Network architectures, based on 10 GbE, 25 GbE, 40 GbE, 50 GbE, and 100 GbE platforms
delivered with an extensible operating system - Arista EOS.

Cisco Nexus switches

The Cisco Nexus switch product line provides a series of solutions that make it easier to
connect and manage disparate data center resources with software-defined networking
(SDN). Leveraging the Cisco Unified Fabric, which unifies storage, data, and networking
(Ethernet/IP) services, the Nexus switches create an open, programmable network
foundation built to support a virtualized data center environment.

Brocade switches from Broadcom

Brocade and Hitachi Vantara have partnered to deliver storage networking and data center
solutions. These solutions reduce complexity and cost, as well as enable virtualization and
cloud computing to increase business agility.

Brocade Fibre Channel switches deliver industry-leading performance with seventh
generation 64Gb/sec Fibre Channel interfaces, simplifying scale-out network architectures.
Get the high-performance, availability, ease of management, and support for the next
generation of Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform storage systems on a solid storage network
foundation that can grow as your need grows.

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform F Series family
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Software components
These software components are a part of the UCP product portfolio for VMware vSphere
reference architecture.

Hitachi Storage Virtualization Operating System RF

Hitachi Storage Virtualization Operating System RF powers the Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform (VSP) family. It integrates storage system software to provide system element
management and advanced storage system functions. Used across multiple platforms,
Storage Virtualization Operating System includes storage virtualization, thin provisioning,
storage service level controls, dynamic provisioning, and performance instrumentation.

Flash performance is optimized with a patented flash-aware I/O stack, which accelerates data
access. Adaptive inline data reduction increases storage efficiency while enabling a balance
of data efficiency and application performance. Industry-leading storage virtualization allows
SVOS RF to use third-party all-flash and hybrid arrays as storage capacity, consolidating
resources for a higher ROI and providing a high-speed front end to slower, less-predictable
arrays.

Hitachi Unified Compute Platform Advisor

Hitachi Unified Compute Platform Advisor (UCP Advisor) is a comprehensive cloud
infrastructure management and automation software that enables IT agility and simplifies day
0-N operations for edge, core, and cloud environments. The fourth-generation UCP Advisor
accelerates application deployment and drastically simplifies converged and hyperconverged
infrastructure deployment, configuration, life cycle management, and ongoing operations with
advanced policy-based automation and orchestration for private and hybrid cloud
environments.

The centralized management plane enables remote, federated management for the entire
portfolio of converged, hyperconverged, and storage data center infrastructure solutions to
improve operational efficiency and reduce management complexity. Its intelligent automation
services accelerate infrastructure deployment and configuration, significantly minimizing
deployment risk and reducing provisioning time and complexity, automating hundreds of
mandatory tasks.

UCP Advisor improves predictability with guided lifecycle management capabilities for the
complete data center infrastructure stack, including servers and switches from Arista,
Brocade, and Cisco, and non-disruptively patches and upgrades infrastructure.

UCP Advisor provides deep integration with VMware management software, improving
administrator productivity with intuitive and intelligent operations and automation. It
complements VMware vRealize software to further streamline the administration and
automation of software-defined data center (SDDC). Automated workflows deliver IT agility
using UCP Advisor REST APIs and vRealize Orchestrator and when used with vRealize
Automation, enable self- services multi-cloud environments.

It provides comprehensive visibility and monitoring of the infrastructure for collective insight
into health and operational efficiency. It automates network configuration operations and
system monitoring including generating reports for compliance. UCP Advisor and the
integrations with vRealize Log Insight provide rich log analytics and auditability enabling
comprehensive visibility of the infrastructure for better resource planning.

Software components
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UCP Advisor best practices

The following are UCP Advisor best practices:
■ Two nodes are set up in a VMware cluster, with VMware high availability enabled on the

cluster.
■ A shared LUN of 2 TB from VSP storage on the ESXi hosts.
■ A service console VM should be installed on one ESXi host. Master Node VM, Worker

Node VM 1, and Worker Node VM 2, and the Gateway VM should be on another host.
■ If a Firewall is enabled on ESXi hosts, the ports listed in the following tables should be

allowed to pass the traffic.

UCP Advisor best practices
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References

See the following UCP Advisor 4.5.0 documents:
■ Hitachi Unified Compute Platform (UCP) Advisor Software Installation Guide at https://

docs.hitachivantara.com/r/en-us/unified-compute-platform-advisor/4.5.x/mk-92ucp120
■ Hitachi Unified Compute Platform (UCP) Advisor Administration Guide at https://

docs.hitachivantara.com/r/en-us/unified-compute-platform-advisor/4.5.x/mk-92ucp119

VMware vSphere

VMware vSphere is a virtualization platform that provides a datacenter infrastructure. It helps
you get the best performance, availability, and efficiency from your infrastructure and
applications. Virtualize applications with confidence using consistent management.

VMware vSphere
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VMware vSphere has the following components:
■ VMware vSphere ESXi

This hypervisor loads directly on a physical server. ESXi provides a robust, high-
performance virtualization layer that abstracts server hardware resources and makes
them shareable by multiple virtual machines.

■ VMware vCenter Server

This management software provides a centralized platform for managing your VMware
vSphere environments so you can automate and deliver a virtual infrastructure with
confidence:
● VMware vSphere vMotion
● VMware vSphere Storage vMotion
● VMware vSphere Distributed Resource Scheduler
● VMware vSphere High Availability
● VMware vSphere Fault Tolerance

■ VMware vSAN Server

VMware vSAN is VMware’s software-defined storage solution for hyperconverged
infrastructure, a software-driven architecture that delivers tightly integrated computing,
networking, and shared storage from x86 servers. vSAN delivers high performance and
highly resilient shared storage by clustering server-attached flash devices and hard disks
(HDDs).
vSAN delivers enterprise-class storage services for virtualized production environments
along with predictable scalability and All-Flash performance, all at a fraction of the price of
traditional, purpose-built storage systems. Just like vSphere, vSAN provides users the
flexibility and control to choose from a wide range of hardware options and easily deploy
and manage it for a variety of IT workloads and use cases.

iSCSI 10/25Gb configuration

iSCSI is a protocol that uses the TCP protocol to transport SCSI commands, enabling the use
of the existing TCP/IP networking infrastructure as a SAN. As with SCSI over Fibre Channel
(FC), iSCSI presents SCSI targets and devices to iSCSI initiators (requesters). Unlike NAS,
which presents devices at the file level, iSCSI makes block devices available via the network.
Block devices are presented across an IP network to your local system. These can be
consumed in the same way as any other block storage device.

iSCSI 10/25Gb configuration
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Software iSCSI adapter

A software iSCSI adapter is VMware code built into the VMkernel. It enables your host to
connect to the iSCSI storage device through standard network adapters. The software iSCSI
adapter manages iSCSI processing while communicating with the network adapter as shown
in the following figure. With the software iSCSI adapter, you can use iSCSI technology
without purchasing specialized hardware.

The following illustration shows the iSCSI topology.

iSCSI 10/25Gb configuration
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Best practices for iSCSI 10/25G implementation

Follow these best practices for iSCSI 10/25G implementation:
■ Have a dedicated LAN for iSCSI traffic and do not share the network with other network

traffic. It is also a best practice not to oversubscribe the dedicated LAN.
■ Because iSCSI leverages the IP network, VMkernel NICs can be placed into teaming

configurations. However, VMware recommends using port binding rather than NIC
teaming.

■ To improve throughput, 25 GbE is preferred over 10 GbE. Additional throughput can also
be achieved by increasing the size of the payload in each frame from a default MTU of
1,500 to an MTU of 9,000.

iSCSI port binding best practices

With port binding, the SCSI protocol will not only load balance across all bound ports and
failover to other bound ports on link failure, but it will also use SCSI sense code errors to
trigger failover as well. When not using Port Binding, you are relying on vSphere and the
network stack to determine the best path to use for iSCSI traffic. If paths are not clearly
defined, other issues can arise such as longer scan times, and inconsistent connectivity. This
isn't always the case but it is something to consider.

Reliable storage should always be your priority. This overview is one of the most reliable and
common configurations for iSCSI. A few key configurations for this setup are having your
virtual infrastructure VMkernels for iSCSI storage on the same VLAN/subnet as your storage
system, and the storage controllers are also on that same subnet/VLAN.

Configuring the VMware iSCSI software initiator for multipathing

To configure the VMware iSCSI software initiator for multipathing, see “Configure the
Software iSCSI Adapter” and “Multiple Network Adapters in iSCSI or iSER Configuration” in
the vSphere Storage Guide in the VMware vSphere Product Documentation at https://
docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/index.html.
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If you have previous experience configuring iSCSI for multipathing, here are a few key points
for a successful configuration:
■ Verify that there is one VMkernel interface for each physical NIC to be used for storage

traffic, following the virtual switch port binding.
■ Adjust the failover order on each VMkernel interface for a 1:1 VMkernel to physical NIC

ratio.
■ Add both VMkernel interfaces to the iSCSI software adapter network port binding. If the

prerequisite failover orders have not been set, the vSphere client will not allow the
operation.

■ Rescan the iSCSI software adapter for new volumes.

Hitachi Ops Center

Hitachi Ops Center is an integrated suite of applications that enable you to optimize your data
center operations through integrated configuration, analytics, automation, and copy data
management. These features allow you to administer, automate, optimize, and protect your
Hitachi storage infrastructure.

See the Ops Center Administrator Getting Started Guide at https://
docs.hitachivantara.com/r/en-us/ops-center-administrator/11.0.x/mk-99adm000 for
information about Hitachi Ops Center system requirements.

Hitachi Ops Center
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Summary
With UCP CI, you have the flexibility to design the right-sized solution. Modernizing legacy
systems with UCP CI also means the ability to leverage a Converged Platform that is
designed and tested to expand as your business needs grow. Build your technology
foundation with either external storage, hyperconverged infrastructure, or integrated VMware
Cloud Foundation, without being locked into a singular storage architecture.

Hitachi Unified Compute Platform Advisor (UCP Advisor) reduces management complexity
with a unified management tool for the full-stack infrastructure, including compute,
networking, and storage. This fourth generation management software accelerates
application deployment and drastically simplifies converged and hyperconverged
infrastructure deployment, configuration, lifecycle management, and ongoing operations with
advanced policy-based automation and orchestration for private and hybrid cloud
environments.

Never again be subjected to dealing with multiple vendors while you struggle with sub-par
performance or downtime — or just trying to schedule upgrades. Trust a one-stop converged
solution to eliminate multiple contracts, streamline operations, and eventually deliver peace of
mind. Experience the power of one with a single partner, and a single contract for the entire
stack of compute, networking switch, storage, and management software.

Summary
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